, [2] , [3] for Wiener integrals is obtainable in this setting. In another paper this measure and translation theorem will be used to obtain a representation for additive functionals on C(X) when A" is a compact metric space. 
and we assume uiii, ■ ■ ■ , in)=0 if some ij = 0.
and Lk = L/Mk. From these definitions several things follow. First we notice that the variable u(ii, ■ ■ ■ , in) is associated with the point (x,^, • • • , x,n, a") of (P and that for any (P the function Wi®, u) is a Gaussian density of L variables. Secondly, it can be shown that if F® denotes the Gaussian distribution function corresponding to the density Wi<9, u) then F® is identical to Fpil-'"-L> where pi, ■ ■ ■ , pL are the points in (P. If IES and 7 has w coordinates which vary then r(7) =Ut_0 r*(7) where rk(I) is the collection of ^-dimensional subsets of 7 formed by choosing n -k of the « coordinates of 7 which vary and setting each Xj of this collection equal to ay or bj while each Xj of the remaining k coordinates which can vary satisfies aj^Xjtkbj.
Iff is defined on Y and JEt(I) for some IES then/ is of bounded variation on 7 iffJ is of bounded variation there when J is considered as being finite dimensional.
Here by fJ we mean / restricted to J. The Riemann-Stieltjes integral of g with respect to / over J, fjgd/, when/and g have domain Y is simply the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of gJ with respect to/7 over J. When / is a single point a it is understood that fjgd/=g(a)/(a). Proof. If IES and ZN(f, I) is a Riemann-Stieltjes sum for figdf then using the final remark of §2 we see that Zjv(f, 2) is a linear combination of independent Gaussian functionals each with zero expectation. Moreover, the variance of Z^if, I) is a Riemann sum for %fig2dpu. Hence figdf= 91(0, 2Jig2dui) for IES. The independence of the family {figdf: IES} is also assured because of the independence mentioned at the end of §2. Finally, the distribution of Gif) follows because it is the sum of a sequence of independent Gaussian functionals each with expectation zero and such that the sum of their variances is %frg2dv which is finite.
We will denote zZiesfigdf by fygdf provided the sum exists for almost all/ in CiY). Let {(j>kip)} be a complete orthonormal set of functions for £2iY) each of which satisfies the conditions on g in Lemma 1 for IES. Let g he in £2(F) and suppose gnip) = zZi-x Ckfbkip) where c* = fygobkdv. Under these conditions we have the following lemma. Proof. Now lim,,..,,, fygndf= zZk-x Ckfyfadf where ck=frg(j>kdv and ckfy(pkdf='3li<J, c\/2). Furthermore, since {(f>kip)} is an orthogonal set we see that {ckfr(f>kdf} is an independent family. Therefore, since zZi-i ck2= fyg2dv is finite it follows that (' gdf=zZck( (bkdf = 31 ( 0, -f g2dv).
The definition of fygdf for g in £2iY) follows that used in [6] to define a generalized Stieltjes integral. Furthermore, if g satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 for all IES it is easily shown that fygdf -fr gdf for almost all /£C(F).
It is also true that fY gdf is essentially independent of the orthonormal basis of £2iY) used in its definition as long as each element of the basis satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 for all IES. 
